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What career options are
available for people with
law degrees?

The legal credentials and analytic skills
you develop in law school are valued well
beyond the traditional legal field. Choose
from a wide variety of career options:
shape future laws, provide legal services
to underserved communities or advise
individual and/or corporate clients.
A law degree can also be a stepping stone
to politics, real estate, entrepreneurship
or leading a business. Choosing to attend
law school today gives you the flexibility to
choose from many prestigious careers.

Each year, the University of San Diego School of Law welcomes more than 300 of
the brightest students from across the country and around the world. Our goal is to
provide you with the academic experience you need—both inside and outside the
classroom walls—to help you thrive in your chosen career. Here, you will receive
theoretical knowledge and practical training to prepare you to work within the
professions of tomorrow.

My name is Christine Diaz. I'm here to study civil litigation.
"San Diego is a small legal community with close ties to USD
School of Law. USD does its part by recruiting intelligent,

My name is Thomas Del Monte. I'm here to obtain a concurrent
J.D./M.B.A. so that I can save the world one energy crisis at a time.
"Never forget to only measure success by your own standards

well-rounded individuals and producing well-prepared and

because what makes one feel successful makes another miserable.

classy professionals that contribute to the local legal community"

Those with a clear vision about what success—big or small, in the

How hard is law school? Is it more or less work than you
thought? The material is not very difficult to understand (with
some exceptions, of course), but the quantity of information
and the quick pace add to the challenge. Law school will
consume you; it takes a lot of lime just to do the bare minimum
amount of work.

legal community or otherwise—means for them are much more
apt to win in the end."

Bachelor's degree: B.A Integrative Biology and B.A Rhetoric.
University of California, Berkeley, 2004
Home town: San Diego, Calif
Dream job: In-house counsel for the San Diego Zoo
Learn more: www.law.sandiego.edu/diaz

SVhat is the best thing that has happened to you here at
law school? I am happy to say that I found my passion here
through my work with the Energy Policy Initiative Center and
the Journal of Climate & Energy Law. My work with these
organizations has given me a clear direction for my career that
I am confident will not only be quite lucrative, but also socially
and morally responsible.
Bachelor s degree: B.A in Philosophy and Legal Studies,
University of California, Santa Cruz, 2004
Home town: Santa Rosa, Calif.
Dream job: Wildly successful entrepreneur
Learn more: www.law.sandiego.edu/delmonte

i
My name is Anna Phillips. I'm here to prepare for a career in
intellectual property, with the intent to work in entertainment law.
"Students and professors at USD create a fun, supportive

My name is Alex Lowder. I'm here to learn about civil rights
and business law.
"School is tough, but it's a lot easier when you go to school

learning environment in which students can excel. Attending

in San Diego."

USD has presented a lot of opportunities for me to practice the
type of law I want."

During your first week at USD, what was the first thing
that impressed yon? 1 was very impressed at how friendly
and accommodating all of the upperclassmen were.
Every day 1 met new people who were offering to help
make my transition smoother. I can't imagine a better way
to start law school.

What made you decide to come to USD School of Law?
Aside from the thought of living in San Diego, I was very
impressed with the personal attention USD gave to its
prospective students. I received an e-mail from a professor in
my field of interest and an invitation to visit the school during
my deliberation process. The faculty and staff at USD seemed to
really care about my individual goals and interests.
Bachelor's degree: B.S in Architectural Engineering and
B.A. in Plan II Honors, University of Texas at Austin, 2007
Home town: Austin, Texas
Dream job: Intellectual property attorney specializing in
IP issues in the entertainment industry

Bachelor's degree: A.B in Psychology, Harvard
University, 2002
Home town: West Covina, Calif.
Dream job: High School Basketball Coach
Learn more: www.law.sandiego.edu/lowder

My name is Sherlin Tung. I'm here to study civil litigation,
bankruptcy and real estate property law.
"Law school is what you make of it, if you work hard and dedicate
yourself, you will always obtain whatever goal you seek."
What advice would you give to a prospective student?
Balance your life in between academics and extracurricular
activities. Being buried in the library 24/7 isn't a healthy
decision. Once you learn how to balance fun and school, it
makes law school a much better experience. If I could repeat
my first year again, I would have chosen to get out of the
library more often.
Bachelor's degree: B.A. in History, Political Science & AsianAmerican Studies, University of California, Los Angeles, 2005
Home town: Born in Taipei. Taiwan—grew up in Diamond
Bar, Calif.
Dream job: Partner at a civil litigation firm
Learn more: www.law.sandiego.edu/tung

Learn more: www.law.sandiego.edu/phillips
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Why should you choose
the University of San Diego
School of Law?

I. You are looking to have a career as a top lawyer,
advocate, policy maker, judge or business leader.
Within nine months of graduation, 94.2 percent
of USD School of Law's Class of 2007 was employed
with an average annual salary of $82,683 or was
enrolled in a master of laws (LL.M.) program.
Of those graduates, 55.7 percent are working
for private law firms, 19.3 percent for businesses
outside of law, and 14.2 percent for local, state
and federal government.

10

Here, our
sought-after
graduates are
employed.

2. You are looking to study law with internationally
renowned faculty. USD School of Law's professors
are leading scholars and teachers of business and
corporate law; criminal law, environmental law,
family and child law, international and comparative
law, intellectual property law, jurisprudence and
legal theory, labor and employment law, litigation,
public law and policy and tax law. Our professors are
international leaders in their fields.

Here, our
students learn
from the best.

!. You are looking to gain valuable real-world experience
while attending law school. USD School of Law
provides a vast array of public legal clinics, internships,
externships, clerkships, editorial positions, law
journals, specialized summer study abroad programs,
national and international moot court and mock trial
competitions, and leadership opportunities within
more than 30 student-run organizations.

Here, our
students are
prepared for
prestigious
careers.
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What degree programs are offered at the
University of San Diego School of Law?
Juris Doctor (J.D.)
Juris Doctor and Master of Business Administration
(J.D./M.B.A.)
Juris Doctor and International Master of
Business Administration (l.M.B.A./J.D.)
Juris Doctor and Master of Arts in
International Relations (J.D./M.A.)
Juris Doctor and Master of Laws in Taxation (J.D./LL.M.)
General Master of Laws (LL.M.) with concentration
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Business and Corporate Law
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Comparative Law
(for International Lawyers)
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in International Law
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Taxation

B

Juris Doctor (J.D.) Program

Master of Laws Programs

LL.M. in International Law

The J.D. program at USD School of Law introduces you to
the basic areas of law in the first year and then allows you
in following years to shape the curriculum to meet your
career goals and intellectual interests.

Are you an attorney, judge, law professor or recent law
school graduate looking to take the next step?
The University of San Diego School of Law LL.M. programs
provide a diverse, academic atmosphere where the brightest
legal minds can engage in intellectual dialogue from a wide
variety of perspectives.

The LL.M. in International Law Program offers law
school graduates from the United States a unique
opportunity to study international law in a dynamic,
multicultural city that is home to the world's busiest
international border crossing. You'll join students from
private, public and government practices who are
seeking expertise in international business, human rights,
immigration and other global legal issues. Enriching
this academic experience is the opportunity to study
side-by-side with attorneys, judges and government
officials from around the world enrolled in our LL.M. in
Comparative Law Program.

Our full-time J.D. program, which generally requires three
full academic years in residence to complete, is our most
popular. For professionals who have full-time careers,
we also offer a pan-time J.D. program, which generally
requires four years to complete. Classes for pan-time
students usually begin at 5:30 p.m. during the week.
Pan-time students can transfer to the full-time program
after completing the first academic year.
A seven-week summer program for full-time and part-time
students is also available. Completing summer session
means a lighter class load dunng the subsequent semester.
Summer sessions also make it possible to transition from
pan-time to full-time programs.
Here, we're flexible.

Concurrent Programs
Q.D./M.B.A, l.M.B.A and M.A.)
Pursue two degrees at once with USD's choice of
concurrent programs. Select courses are credited to both
the J.D. degree and one of three master's degrees, saving
you one semester of time and expense. Concurrent degrees
offer the pursuit of a J.D. degree along with a master of
business administration (M.B.A.), an international master
of business administration (l.M.B.A.) or a master of ans in
international relations (M.A.).
For more information, go to
www.law.sandiego.edu/concurrent

Here, you can specialize.

General LL.M. with Concentration
Specialize in a particular area of study with the General
LL.M. Program, which provides additional education
in select fields such as criminal law, environmental
law, health care law, intellectual property or labor and
employment law. The degree is ideal for attorneys seeking
in-depth training in an area of law in which they currently
practice, as well as for those seeking to develop a new
area of practice.

LLM. in Business & Corporate Law
Expand or change your existing practice with the LL.M.
in Business & Corporate Law Program, which offers the
opportunity to specialize in complex business transactions
such as corporate finance, intellectual property and
international transactions.

LLM. in Comparative Law
For 30 years, USD School of Law has afforded foreigneducated attorneys the opportunity to study law in
one of the most beautiful cities in the United States.
Graduates of this program return to practice in their
home countries with a comprehensive understanding of
American law and policy.

LLM. in Taxation
The oldest of its kind on the west coast, the Graduate
Tax Program at the law school provides you with the
theoretical and practical framework to become skilled
leaders in the field of tax law. By spending just one
additional semester at USD School of Law after completing
your J.D., you can earn an LL.M. in taxation.
Interested law school applicants or J.D. students
should contact the Graduate Law Programs office at
llminfo@sandiego.edu or (619) 260-4596 for
planning and advice.
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What will I study in my first
year as a J.D. Candidate?
The first year of law school is comprised
of core courses that provide a strong
foundation for expanded learning in
the career direction of your choice.
J.D. Course Schedule at

What if I need academic assistance at

The first-year class is divided into three day sections
and one evening section. Each section is composed of
approximately 80 to 90 students. Students within each
section share most of the same classes together during their
first year of study. While you will get to know everyone at
the law school, you will become especially close to those
in your section. This program fosters a close-knit learning
environment during the critical first year of law school and
creates a stronger sense of community among students.

USD School of Law?

First-Year Lawyering Skills Classes

USD School of Law First-Year
FULL-TIME PROGRAM CREDITS
Civil Procedure 1*

3

Civil Procedure II*

3

Constitutional Law 1*

4

Contracts

4

Criminal Law

4

Property

4

Torts

4

Lawyering Skills I

3

PART-TIME PROGRAM CREDITS
Contracts

4

Criminal Law

4

Property

4

Torts

4

Lawyering Skills I

3

* Part-time program students take these courses in their second year.

USD: A Collaborative Community

Each entering student takes a two-semester Lawyering
Skills I course of 20 to 30 students. This is our very
important legal research and writing class and allows
students to receive intensive hands-on training in
legal skills development.

The Academic Support Program provides all law students
access to individualized academic counseling throughout
their tenure at USD School of Law. For each class during
your first year, you'll have access to an upper-division
learning assistant, an outstanding student who took the
class previously and usually from the same professor.
Learning assistants hold a weekly office hour, post
study guides electronically on The West Education
Network® (TWEN), and assist the director in presenting
study skills workshops.
Study groups emphasizing development of basic skills
are also available to eligible students. Eligibility in the
fall semester is based on a number of factors, including
entering LSAT score and undergraduate grade point
average (GPA). In the spring semester, eligibility is
determined primarily by the fall semester's GPA.
General study skills advice and program information
are available on the law school's Web site at
www.law.sandiego.edu/acadcmicsupport

Descriptions of
First-Year J.D. Courses
Civif Procedure I and Civil Procedure II
Explores procedural rules governing civil actions in state
and federal courts from commencement through appeals.
Topics include: selection of proper coun and place of
suit, acquiring jurisdiction over parties, joinder of parties
and claims, contents of pleadings, pre-trial motions and
discovery, conduct of trials, and conflicts between state
and federal judicial systems. Required for first-year,
full-time students and second-year, part-time students.

Constitutional Law I
Studies the United Slates Constitution, stressing
theory and practice of judicial interpretation and
review, separation of federal powers, relation of the
states to the federal government, and specific powers
of the federal government—in particular the tax, treaty,
war and commercial powers. Also covers various
limitations imposed on the exercise of governmental
power, with emphasis on the due process clauses;
freedoms of speech, press and religion; and the Bill of
Rights. Requited for first-year full-time students and
second-year part-time students.

Contracts

Torts

Introduces legal reasoning and analytical skills through
an investigation of how the law enforces agreements.
Includes such topics as: requirements for the formation of
a contract; problems of interpretation; damages for breach;
statute of frauds; illegality; rights and liabilities of third
parties; and problems that arise during the performance
stage of a contract. Article 11 of the Uniform Commercial
Code is introduced and compared with the common law of
contracts. Required for first-year students.

Explores principles involved in determining whether an
injured person should be compensated for harm caused
by another, including such diverse topics as intentional
harms, negligence and strict liability. Required for
first-year students.

Criminal Law
Explores the purpose of criminal law, development of the
common law of crimes, elements of the widely recognized
criminal offenses, and changes brought about by major
statutes in connection with their effect on the present-day
systems of criminal justice in the United States. Required
for first-year students.

Property
Considers, in a historical and modern sense, rights
and obligations that arise from the legal ownership of
possessor)' and non-possessory interests, tangible and—to
a limited extent—intangible, personal and real property.
Includes such topics as: estates in land, landlord-tenant,
conveyancing, land development, public and private
control of land use, non-possessory rights in land,
bailments, lost and misplaced property, gifts, and an
introduction to gratuitous transfers of realty. Required for
first-year students.

Lawyering Skills I
Offered in small sections with low student-faculty ratios,
this course combines a continuous writing workshop with
intense oral advocacy training. In the spring semester
students write an appellate brief and deliver an oral
argument based on the brief, first for the instructor and
then before a panel of working attorneys. Required for
first-year students.
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What happens in the second,
third and fourth year
(for part-time students)?
It's time to delve into your personal interest
in the law with preparation completed both
inside and outside traditional classroom
walls. USD's J.D. program offers a broad
range of courses in the areas of criminal,
business and corporate, intellectual
property, environmental, tax, public policy
and international law.
Outside the classroom, you can gain
valuable real-world experience by getting
involved in the school's legal clinics,
internships, externships, clerkships,
editorial positions, law journals, specialized
summer study abroad programs, national
and international moot court and mock trial
competitions, or leadership opportunities
within more than 30 law student-run
organizations. Here, you'll have a variety
of opportunities, so that you can hit the
ground running after graduation.

J.D. Course Schedule at
USD School of Law Upper-Division
FULL-TIME PROGRAM CREDITS
Civil Procedure I*
Civil Procedure 11*

3

Constitutional Law I*

4

Professional Responsibility

3

Taxi

3

Electives
*Full-time program students take these courses in their first year.

16

50

What courses
are offered
after my first
year of
law school?

Clinics & Internships (cont.)

Entrepreneurship Clinic

International & Comparative Law
Comparative Constitutional LawComparative Corporate LawSeminar

Jurisprudence & Theory
Gender Discrimination
Jurisprudence
Jurisprudence Seminar

Environmental Law Clinic

European Legal Cultures

Law and Socio-Economics

Immigration Clinic

European Union Law

Legal Theory

Judicial Internship Program

Foreign Relations Law

Land Use Clinic

Fundamental Rights in Europe

Mental Health Clinic

International Arbitration

Perspectives in

international Business Transactions

Business. Corporate & Commercial
Antitrust

Criminal Justice Clinic

International Civil Litigation

Public Interest Law Clinic

International Contracts

Bankruptcy

Small Claims Clinic

International Criminal Law

Business Immigration Law

Special Education Clinic

Complex Litigation

International Environmental Law

Conflict of Laws

Business Planning

Tax Clinic

International Human Rights

Evidence

International Intellectual Property

Evidence Advocacy Lab

Criminal Appeals Clinic
Criminal Clinic

Business Torts
Corporate Finance

Criminal Law

Corporate Law and Economics

Advanced California Criminal
Evidence

Corporations
Deals
Finance and Accounting for
Lawyers
Health Care Financing
Mergers and Acquisitions
Real Estate Finance
Real Property Transactions
Securities Regulation
Sports Law
UCC: Sales and Commercial Paper
UCC Secured Transactions
Venture Capital and Startups
White Collar Crime
Clinics & Internships
Agency Internships
Child Advocacy Clinic:
Dependency
Child Advocacy Clinic: Policy
Civil Clinic

Corrections and Sentencing
Cnminal Procedure 1 and 11
Death Penalty Seminar
Federal Crimes
Post-Conviction Remedies
Scientific Evidence
Environmental Law
Comparative Environmental Law
Contemporary Issues: Water Law
Energy Law
Environmental Law
Environmental Law Seminar
Federal Land LawLand Use Planning
Family &Child
Child Rights and Remedies
Education Law
Family Law
Family Law Seminar
Family Wealth Transactions

International Negotiation
International Organizations

Litigation, Practice & Procedure
Advanced California Criminal
Evidence
Advanced Trial Advocacy
California Civil Procedure
Civil Practicum

Federal Courts
Interviewing and Counseling

International Sales Transactions

Judicial Lawmaking

International Trade Law

Labor Law

Japanese Law

Lawyering Skills 11

Law of the Sea
Mexican Law

Negotiation
Pretrial Practice

NAFTA (North American

Remedies

Fee-Trade Agreement)
Public International Law

Scientific Evidence

Intellectual Property & Technology Law
Art LawBiotechnology Law

Other Law Courses
Animal LawIndependent Supervised Research
Law and Literature

Communications Law & Policy-

Public Law & Policy (cont.)
Freedom of Speech Seminar
Law and Economics

Russian Law

Law and Medicine

Tax on International Transactions
Transactions in Emerging Markets

Public Law & Policy (cont.)
Law and Mental Disorder

Tax, Estate & Trust

Law and Psychology

Advanced Business Planning

Law and Religion

Advanced Corporate Tax Problems

Law of American Democracy

Corporate Reorganizations

Legislation

Deferred Compensation

Local Government Law-

ERISA and Employee Benefit Plans

Military Justice and

Estate Planning

National Security

Federal Estate and Gift Taxation

Problems in Constitutional Law
Public Design/Private Markets

Federal Tax Procedure

Public Interest Law and Practice

Wealth Transfers

Special Education and the Law-

Income Taxation of
Trusts and Estates

Statutory Interpretation

International Taxation

Work. Welfare and Justice

Partnership Tax
Pensions

Summer Study Abroad
Comparative Civil Liberties
Comparative Civil Rights
Comparative Criminal Justice

Tax Litigation
Tax Policy
Taxation of Property Transactions

International Competition Law

Public Law & Policy

International Contracts
International Entertainment Law

Cyberspace Law

Bioethics and the Law

International Human Rights

Intellectual Property Survey

Civil Rights Seminar

International Intellectual Property

International Intellectual Property

Constitutional Law II

International Litigation

Introduction to Intellectual
Property-

Constitutional Law Seminar

International Negotiations

Employment Discrimination
Employment Law
Employment Litigation

International Securities Regulation

Enterprise. Product and
No-Fault Liability
Federal Courts

Tax Fraud

Immigration Law Practicum
International Art Law
International Business Transactions

Administrative Law

Trademark Seminar

REITs
Tax II (Corporate)

European Union Law-

Copyright Law

Trademarks

Federal Taxation of

Supreme Court

Constitution and the Internet

Patents and Trade Secrets

Summer Study Abroad (cont.)
Public International Law

International Sports Law

Trusts and Estates: Community
PropertyTrusts and Estates:
Wills and Trusts
Valuation
Not every course is offered each
academic year and others may be added.
Course descriptions, content and
requirements are subject to change.
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Learn from leaders in the field.
Faculty members at USD School of Law
are international leaders in their respective
fields of scholarship, frequently contributing
significantly to the legal canon.
Our law faculty ranks 27th nationally in
Law Faculties Based on Scholarly Impact
(2007) by Brian Leiter's Law School
Rankings. Here, you will learn from
esteemed legal scholars.

Brian Leiter's Most Cited Law Professors
Larry Alexander
4th in Law & Philosophy

Fred Zacharias
9th in Legal Ethics/Legal Profession

Yale Kamisar
16th in Criminal Law & Procedure
Data from Brian Leiter's Most Cited law Professors by Specialty, 2000-2007.
Rankings available at www.leitaranhings.com

Lawrence A. Alexander
VVurrm Distinguished Professor of Law

Laurence P Claus
Professor of Law

Ralph H. Folsom
Professor of Law

B.A. 1965. Williams College; LL.B. 1968, Yale University

B.Econ. 1987, LL.B 1991, University of Queensland;
D.Phil. 1998, University of Oxford

A.B. 1968, Princeton University; J.D. 1972, Yale University;
LL.M. 1973, London University (School of Economics)

Subjects: Comparative Constitutional Law, Constitutional Law,
Contracts, International Law

Subjects: Antitrust, European Union Law, International Trade,
International Transactions, NAFTA

Kevin Cole
Dean and Professor of Law

C. Hugh Friedman
Professor of Law

B.A. 1979, New College; J.D. 1983, University of Pennsylvania

A.B. 1953, Yale University; J.D. 1956, Stanford University;
LL.D. (Hon.) 1976, University of San Diego

Subjects: Constitutional Law, Criminal Law, Jurisprudence,
Legal Philosophy, Property
Carl A. Auerbach
Distinguished Professor of Law
A.B. 1935. Long Island University; LL B. 1938. Harvard University
Subjects: Administrative Law, American Legal History,
Constitutional Law, European Union Law,
Law of American Democracy, Legal Profession

Subjects: Criminal Justice System. Criminal Law,
Criminal Procedure, Evidence. Legal Profession

Laura S. Berend
Professor of Law

Lynne L. Dallas
Professor of Law

B.A. 1972, University of California, San Diego;
J.D. 1975. University of San Diego

B.A. 1972, University of Rochester; J.D. 1975, Harvard University

Subjects: Criminal Law, Ethics in Criminal Practice,
Lawyering Skills II, Legal Clinic (Criminal),
Perspectives in Criminal Justice, Trial Evidence & Advocacy
Roy L. Brooks
Wanrn Distinguished Professor of Law
B.A. 1972, University of Connecticut;
J.D. 1975, Yale University
Subjects: Civil Procedure. Civil Rights Litigation,
Corporate Finance. Corporations. Employment Discrimination,
Jurisprudence. Public Law Litigation
Karen C. Burke
Warren Distinguished Professor of Law
B.A. 1972, Smith College M.A. 1975, Ph.D. 1979, Harvard University;
J.D. 1982. Stanford University; LL.M. 1985, Boston University
Subjects: Pensions. Federal Taxation
Nancy Carol Carter
Professor of Law
B.S. 1963, M.S. 1969. Texas A & I University;
M.LS. 1967, J.D. 1975, University of Oklahoma
Subjects: Legal Research & Writing, Native American Law

Subjects: Accounting, Agency & Partnership, Business Planning,
Corporations, Securities Regulation
Steven Hart we11
Professor of Law
B.S. 1960, J.D. 1964, University of Southern California

Subjects: Antitrust, Comparative Corporate Law, Corporate Finance,
Corporate Law, Corporations, Law & Socioeconomics,
Securities Regulation

Subjects: Clinical Teaching, Legal Profession, Negotiations,
Office Practice, Street Law

Joseph J. Darby
Professor of Law Emeritus

Walter W. Heiser
Professor of Law

B.S. 1952, Georgetown University;
M.A. 1957. Ph.D. 1966. Columbia University;
J.D. 1960, Fordham University; Dr. Jur. 1965, University of Cologne

B.A. 1968, University of Michigan; J.D. 1971, University of Wisconsin;
LL.M. 1978, Harvard University

Subjects: Comparative Law, Constitutional Law, International Law,
International Transactions

Subjects: Advanced Trial Advocacy, California Civil Procedure,
Civil Procedure, Federal Jurisdiction, International Civil Litigation

Donald A. Dripps
Professor of Law
B.A. 1980, Northwestern University; J.D. 1983, University of Michigan
Subjects: Administrative Law, Criminal Law,
Criminal Procedure. Evidence

Gail Heriot
Professor of Law
B.A. 1978, Northwestern University;
J.D 1981, University of Chicago
Subjects: Employment Law, Evidence,
Remedies, Torts

Robert C. Fellmeth Price
Chair in Public Interest Law

Paul Horton
Professor of Law

A.B. 1967, Stanford University; J.D. 1970. Harvard University

A.B. 1965, Occidental College;
J.D. 1968, University of Southern California;
LL.M. 1969, Yale University

Subjects: Antitrust Law, California Administrative Law & Practice,
Child Rights & Remedies, Consumer Law, Criminal Procedure,
Public Interest Law

Subjects: Adjudication, Communications,
Family Law, Judicial Internship, Patents,
Copyrights & Trademarks
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Yale Kamisar
Distinguished Professor of Law

Orly Lobel
Associate Professor of Law

Miranda O. McGowan
Professor of Law

Theresa J. Player
Professor of Law

A.B. 1950, New York University;
LL.B. 1954, Columbia University

LL.B. 1998, Tel Aviv University;
LL.M. 2000, Harvard Law School;
S.J.D. 2006, Harvard Law School

B.A. 1991, University of California, Berkeley;
J.D. 1995, Stanford University

A.B. 1969, San Diego State University;
J.D. 1973, University of California, Los Angeles

Subjects: Employment Discrimination,
Jurisprudence, Legislation/Statutory, Interpretation

Subjects: Civil Clinic, Evidence Advocacy,
Negotiations, Trial & Appellate Advocacy

John H. Minan
Professor of Law

Saikrishna B. Prakash
Herzog Research Professor of Law

B.S. 1965, University of Louisville;
M.B.A. 1966, University of Kentucky;
J.D. 1972, University of Oregon

B.A. 1990, Stanford University;
J.D. 1993, Yale University

Subjects: Constitutional Law, Criminal Law,
Criminal Procedure, Evidence
Michael B. Kelly
Associate Dean and Professor of Law
B.G.S. 1975, J.D. 1983, University of Michigan;
M.A. 1980, University of Illinois at Chicago
Subjects: Contracts, Family Law,
Insurance, Remedies
Adam J. Kolber
Visiting Fellow (2007-2008), Princeton University;
Associate Professor of Law
A.B. 1996, Princeton University;
J.D. 2002, Stanford University

Subjects: Administrative Law, Consumer Law,
Employment Law, Legal Theoty, Torts
Shaun P. Martin
Professor of Law
A.B. 1988, Dartmouth College;
J.D. 1991, Harvard University
Subjects: Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure,
Federal Courts, Legal Profession, Professional
Responsibility
Lesley K. McAllister
Associate Professor of Law

Subjects: Bioethics, Criminal Law

B.S.E. 1991, Princeton University;
J.D. 2000, Stanford University;
Ph.D. 2004, University of California, Berkeley

William H. Lawrence
Professor of Law

Subjects: Environmental Law and Policy,
Property Law, Comparative Environmental Law

B.A. 1966, J.D. 1972, University of Oregon
Subjects: Commercial Law (Sales and Secured
Transactions), Commercial Paper, Contracts,
International Business Transactions

Grayson M. P McCouch
Professor of Law

Herbert I. Lazerow
Professor of Law
A.B. 1960, University of Pennsylvania;
J.D. 1963, Harvard University;
LL.M. 1964, George Washington University;
D.E.S.S. 1982, University of Paris I
Subjects: Federal Estate & Gift Taxation,
International Taxation, International Transactions,
Property, Public International Law, Federal Taxation

A.B. 1979, Harvard University;
J.D. 1982, Stanford University;
LL.M. 1990, Boston University
Subjects: Estate & Gift Tax, Estate Planning,
Estates & Trusts
David McGowan
Professor of Law
B.A. 1986, University of California at Los Angeles;
J.D. 1990, University of California, Berkeley
Subjects: Contracts, Professional Responsibility,
Securities Regulation

Subjects: Comparative Law, Land-Use Planning,
Real Property I & II, Water Rights

Subjects: Administrative Law, Constitutional Law,
Federal/State Regulations, Legislation, Securities
Regulation, Separation of Powers

Grant H. Morris
Professor of Law

Richard C. Pugh
Distinguished Professor of Law

A.B. 1962, J.D. 1964, Syracuse University;
LL.M. 1971, Harvard University

A.B. 1951, Dartmouth College;
B.A. 1953, Oxford University;
J.D. 1958, Columbia University

Subjects: Law & Medicine, Law & Psychiatry,
Mental Health Law Clinic, Tort Principles & the
Problems of Modem Society, Torts
Virginia E. Nolan
Professor of Law

Subjects: Corporate Taxation, International Business
Transactions, International Criminal Law & Human
Rights, International Law, International Taxation
Jean Ramirez
Professor of Law

B.S. 1969, Russell Sage College;
J.D. 1972, Albany Law School;
LL.M. 1975, George Washington University

A.B. 1982, Princeton University;
J.D. 1985, University of California, Los Angeles

Subjects: Environmental Law,
Environmental Torts, Torts

Subjects: Criminal Clinic, Criminal Law, Evidence,
Trial Advocacy

Frank Partnoy
Herzog Research Professor of Law

Lisa P. Ramsey
Associate Professor of Law

B.A., B.S. 1989, University of Kansas;
J.D. 1992, Yale University

B.A 1993, J.D. 1996, University of California,
Los Angeles

Subjects: Corporate Finance, Corporations,
White Collar Offenses

Subjects: Intellectual Property, International
Intellectual Property

Michael D. Ramsey
Professor of Law

Thomas A. Smith
Professor of Law

Richard J. Wharton
Clinical Professor

A.B. 1986. Dartmouth College;
J.D. 1989. Stanford University

A.B. 1979, Cornell University;
B.A. 1981, Oxford University;
J.D. 1984, Yale University

B.A. 1966, University of Dayton;
J.D. 1973, University of San Diego

Subjects: Constitutional Law, International Business
Law, International Transactions, Foreign Relations
Law, Supreme Court
Michael B. Rappaport
Professor of Law
B.A. 1981, State University of New York. Bmghamton;
J.D. 1985, D.C.L. 1990. Yale University
Subjects: Administrative Law, Environmental Law,
Insurance. Legal History. Legislation
Maimon Schwarzschild
Professor of Law
B.A. 1973. J.D. 1976, Columbia University
Subjects: Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law,
Criminal Procedure. European Community Law,
Evidence, International Law
Virginia V. Shue
Professor of Law
B.A. 1964, Stanford University;
J.D. 1972, University of San Diego
Subjects: Property, Income Taxation, Trusts & Estates
Steven D. Smith
Warrrn Distinguished Professor of Law
B.A. 1976, Brigham Young University;
J.D. 1979. Yale University
Subjects: Constitutional Law, Law & Religion,
Jurisprudence, Torts

Subjects: Administrative Law, Contracts,
Corporate Finance, Corporate Law,
Financial Institutions
Allen C. Snyder
Professor of Law
B.A. 1968, Washington and Jefferson College;
J.D. 1974, Northwestern University
Subjects: Civil Clinic, International Negotiations,
Interv iewing & Counseling. Law & Medicine,
Law & Psychiatry, Negotiations
Lester B. Snyder
Professor of Law
B S. 1951, Syracuse University;
J.D. 1956, Boston University;
ULM. 1961, Columbia University
Subjects: Business Planning, Estate Planning,
State & Local Taxation, Tax Accounting,
Federal Taxation, Tax Policy
Edmund Ursin
Professor of Law
A.B. 1964. J.D. 1967, Stanford University
Subjects: Jurisprudence, Legal Process,
Products Liability, Tort Theory, Torts
Jorge A. Vargas
Professor of Law
J.D. 1964, National Autonomous
University of Mexico (UNAM);
LL.M. 1970, Yale University
Subjects: Comparative Law, Immigration Law,
International Environmental Law,
International Human Rights, International Law,
International Organizations

Subjects: Civil Legal Practice, Environmental Law
Clinic, Environmental Law, Lawyering Skills II,
Legal Practicum
Charles B. Wiggins
Professor of Law
B.A. 1966, University of Washington;
J.D 1969, University of California, Hastings;
LL.M. 1974, Yale University
Subjects: Alternative Dispute Resolution, Bioethics,
Constitutional Law, Law & Medicine
Mary Jo Wiggins
Assoc iate Dean and Professor of Law
B.A. 1984, Smith College,
J.D. 1987, University of Michigan
Subjects: Bankruptcy, Commercial Law,
Legal Theory, Property
Christopher T. Wonnell
Professor of Law
B.A. 1979, Northwestern University;
J.D. 1982, University of Michigan
Subjects: Contracts, Corporations,
Creditors' & Debtors' Rights, Law & Economics,
Torts, U.C.C. Sales & Commercial Paper
Fred C. Zacharias
Herzog Research Professor of Law
B.A. 1974, Johns Hopkins University; J.D. 1977,
Yale University; LL.M. 1981, Georgetown University
Subjects: Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure,
Professional Responsibility, Trial Advocacy

Lawyering Skills I Program Instructors
Elisabeth Cannon, Department Chair
A.B. 1997, Harvard University; J.D. 2000,
Georgetown University
Elisa A. Brandes
B.B.A. 1980, M.B.A. 1984, J.D. 1991,
University of San Diego
Molly Current
B.A. 1982, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill; J.D. 1985, Georgetown University
Gail Armist Greene
B.S. 1985, San Diego State University;
J.D. 1990, University of San Diego
Kris B. Panikowski
B.A. 1989, University of Utah;
J.D. 2000, University of Virginia
Lisa G. Pearl
B.A. 1989, University of Michigan;
J.D. 1992, Northwestern University
Junichi Semitsu
B.A. 1996, University of California, Berkeley;
J.D. 1999, Stanford University
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Legal clinics
Learn first-hand from highly skilled
attorneys and interact directly with actual
clients. Here, you can gain valuable legal
practice experience at USD School of Laws
renowned legal clinics before you graduate
from law school.
USD School of Law is ranked
23rd nationally among ABA-approved
law schools for "most clinical
opportunities available."

The National Jurist
September 2008

Administrative Heating

Civil

Train as a hearing officer and be appointed to hear and decide
administrative cases for various municipal agencies.

Receive intensive personal training in client relations,
legal problem-solving, case management, and preparation
and presentation of cases in court. Interview, counsel and
represent clients in actual civil cases ranging from consumer
issues to debt collection to uninsured motorist claims.

Agency Internship Program
Earn academic credit for class sessions and employment
with a civil law employer—either a government agency or
a nonprofit organization.

Child Advocacy
Promote the health and well-being of California's
children with three options: (J) assist a public defender
to represent minors in dependency court proceedings;
(2) work with a professional staff member from USD's
Child Advocacy Institute on a variety of policy projects; or
(3) research and write segments of the California Children's
Budget and the Children's Regulatory Law Reporter.

Criminal
Work for a prosecuting or defending trial agency in the
criminal justice system while meeting weekly for training
classes with professor/attorneys. Weekly meetings include
simulations, lectures and discussions in the most common
areas of criminal practice.

Criminal Justice Experience
Work alongside the Deputy Public Defender in the
Felony Arraignment Department of Superior Court to
prepare a defendant charged with felony offenses for
arraignment and initial bail hearing. Counsel and advise
homeless who have criminal issues at a community
non-profit organization.

Entrepreneurship
Provide pro bono legal services to low- and moderateincome entrepreneurs who want to start or expand their
small businesses. Legal matters include determining
appropriate choice of business entity, obtaining necessary
permits and licenses, employment and independent
contractor issues, commercial contracts and leases, and the
establishment of tax-exempt organizations.

B

Environmental

Judicial Internships

Small Claims

Develop environmental law litigation skills focusing on
high-impact environmental cases, often assisting community
environmental organizations with issues regarding air and
water pollution, waste facilities, the federal Environmental
Protection Agency and environmental impact reports.

Fully develop legal research skills and earn academic
credit for working with judges at state or federal trial
or appellate courts.

Develop interviewing, counseling and trial preparation
skills in the Small Claims Court context (civil disputes
less than $7,500). Prepare client cases for trial at Small
Claims Court, including reviewing files, identifying
legal issues, planning legal arguments and identifying
evidence and witnesses. Work closely to assist clients to
ably represent themselves.

Landlord/Tenant
Receive intensive training in litigation techniques, problem
solving and case management. Interview, counsel and
represent clients in Superior Court unlawful detainer trials,
administrative hearings involving federally subsidized
Section 8 termination proceedings, Superior Court Writs of
Administrative Mandamus, as well as appeals from various
trial court proceedings.

Land Use
Learn the basic statutory- and regulatory framework of
land-use law by reviewing environmental documents,
attending community meetings and delving into affordable
housing issues through a job placement with government
or non-profit agencies, elected officials or attorneys in
private practice. Most placements are within the City of
San Diego, including in the City Attorneys office, Mayor's
office and City Council offices.

Immigration
Interview, counsel and represent clients with immigrationrelated problems such as asylum, immigrating family
members, naturalization and deportation. Train in the
practical application of immigration law and casework as
well as actively participate at Immigration Court hearings.

Public Interest Law
Research and advocate for a public cause. Third- and
fourth-year students who have completed the Public
Interest Law and Practice course may choose an
individual research or advocacy project for completion in
one or two semesters.

Special Education
Represent parents of children with special needs pursuant
to the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act. Receive practical training and experience with client
intake, interviewing, counseling, and client representation
at extensive meetings with school district personnel and
district counsel. Some cases proceed to formal mediation
and due process administrative hearings, where students
argue the case with support from the supervising attorney.

State Tax (California)
Assist taxpayers with state tax appeals and other issues
with the State of California's Franchise Tax Board. Receive
legal practice skills training including interviewing
clients, identifying evidence, drafting appeals briefs and
representing clients in negotiations with the state board
and at hearings.

Tax Clinic (Federal)
Develop tax controversy abatement skills by working to
resolve tax disputes with the Internal Revenue Service
in matters such as collection actions or audits, earned
income tax credits and offers in compromise. Learn client
interviewing skills, appropriate IRS personnel interaction,
and how to effectively resolve a client's federal tax dispute.
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Centers and Institutes
The scholastic centers and institutes at
USD School of Law provide you with
the opportunity to work closely with
leading legal scholars in various fields.
Here, one-on-one, you can learn from and
work with the brightest legal minds.

Institute for Law and Philosophy

Center for the Study of Constitutional Originalism

The Institute for Law and Philosophy was established
at USD in the fall of 2000. The fundamental goal
of the institute is to unite philosophical issues with
jurisprudence. This is accomplished through a variety of
programs designed to explore and educate regarding the
various philosophical issues that arise from legal doctrines,
legal institutions and legal practice. Such programs include
roundtable discussions, academic conferences, public
lectures and educational programs. The institute selects
the leading academics, lawyers and judges who define the
topic at hand, and invites them to engage in discussion
that is ultimately published, discussed and/or edited.

On August 30, 2006, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia gave a lecture marking the inauguration
of the Center for the Study of Constitutional Originalism.
The center's mission is to educate the legal academy,
the bar and the bench, law students and the public
regarding the meaning of various constitutional
provisions and to evaluate the methodologies appropriate
to ascertain their meaning

Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL)

Energy Policy Initiatives Center (EPIC)

COMPASS Family Center

Founded in 1980, CPIL is an academic center of research
and advocacy in regulatory and public interest law. CPIL
focuses its efforts on the study of an extremely powerful,
yet often overlooked, level of government: state regulatory
agencies. Under the supervision of experienced public
interest attorneys and advocates, CPIL law student
interns study California agencies that regulate business,
professions and trades.

EPIC studies energy policy issues afTecting the San Diego
region and the state of California. The center integrates
research and analysis, law school study and public
education, and also serves as a source for legal and
policy expertise and information in the development of
sustainable solutions that meet our future energy needs.
EPIC currently offers a law school course on energy
law and policy and conducts legal and policy research
into the following areas: renewable energy credits,
distributed generation, solar laws, advanced electricity
grid technology, climate change issues, and public interest
program funding. In addition, EPIC monitors regulatory
and legislative activity related to energy policy issues
affecting the San Diego region and California.

A joint undertaking of USD Legal Clinics, School of
Leadership and Education Sciences and USD Counseling
Center, COMPASS helps families cope more effectively
with the challenges and needs presented by having a
child with a disability or chronic illness. Offered by upper
division law students under the supervision of an attorney,
education advocacy assistance at COMPASS provides
legal services that range from advice and consultation to
formal mediation to due process hearings. Consultations
are free and can assist parents in navigating the laws and
regulations regarding special education.

Children's Advocacy Institute (CAl)
CAI was founded in 1989 as part of the Center for
Public Interest Law Staffed by experienced attorneys
and advocates, advised by the CAI Council for Children,
and assisted by USD law student interns, CAI works
to improve the status and well-being of children in our
society by representing their interests and right to a safe,
healthy childhood. In addition to its academic program,
which trains law students to be effective child advocates,
CAI represents children in the state legislature, in the
courts, before administrative agencies and through
public education programs.

Center for Education Policy and Law (CEPAL)
CEPAL is a joint undertaking of the USD School of Law
and the School of Leadership and Education Sciences.
Established by a grant from the William D. Lynch
Foundation in 2007, the center's mission is to foster better
communication and cooperation between educational
research, policymaking and practice.

a
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Summer Abroad Programs
USD School of Law, in cooperation with
foreign universities, sponsors the Institute
on International and Comparative Law,
which conducts summer law study
programs in England, France, Ireland, Italy,
Russia and Spain. The programs introduce
American law students to foreign law and
legal institutions and provide intensive
study during four- to five-week sessions.
Classes abroad sensitize students to the
cultural differences that influence effective
international dealing and expose students to
the perspectives of foreign experts.
Here, you can experience international
law first-hand.

m

England
The London program focuses on international business
law. Comparative courses cover banking, taxation,
corporations, antitrust and labor law. The program also
offers the opportunity to participate in a clinical experience
with either a barrister or solicitor.
The Oxford program is designed to examine and compare
English and American law. Though the two systems
derive from a common origin, there are differences in
areas such as civil liberties, criminal law and procedure,
environmental law, family law and energy development.

France
The Paris program examines international and comparative
law, focusing on the cultural differences that influence
international dealing and the differences and similarities
between civil law and common law jurisdictions. Students
may participate in an international business law clinic or
work in a Paris law firm.

Ireland
The Dublin program specializes in human rights
issues. Coursework covers international human rights,
comparative civil rights and comparative criminal justice.

Italy
Law related to intellectual and artistic creativity is the
theme of the Florence program. Courses in international
art law and international intellectual property are generally
offered. Related courses in immigration law, international
negotiations, international litigation, international
entertainment law and international contracts may
also be offered.

Russia
This program focuses primarily on the variety of legal
systems found in ex-socialist countries and the special
problems confronting outside lawyers dealing with
those countries, their corporations and their residents.
The program takes place in Moscow and St. Petersburg.
Courses offered cover east-west trade law and Russian law.
For-credit internships with Russian law firms and non
governmental organizations are available.

Spain
The Barcelona program specializes in European law. It
offers several courses related to the law of the EU, as well
as complementary courses in international contracts,
international corporations and international environmental
law. Students fluent in Spanish may participate in
an international business law clinic, which offers
opportunities to work in Barcelona law firms.
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Moot court & mock trial
competitions
A capacity crowd at a college sporting event
is almost expected. But what about at a
moot court competition? It's not unheard of
at USD School of Law.
Here, quality matters.
It's what makes memorable lawyers.

"I have taught at four
other law schools
and I have never seen
students get so fired
up about moot court as
they do at USD," says
USD Professor of Law
Yale Kamisar, known as the "Father of
Miranda" and one of the nation's foremost
authorities on criminal procedure.

B

Moot Court

National Trial Team

The Moot Court program at USD is administered by
the Appellate Moot Court Board, comprised of students
selected from among the outstanding competitors in
the previous year's moot court competitions. The board
administers a competitive intramural program for
second-, third- and fourth-year students. This competitive
program allows students to improve their written and oral
advocacy skills while competing for academic honors and
membership on regional and national teams. The board
also sends teams to compete in national and regional moot
court competitions.

Since 1987, when head coach Professor Richard J.
Wharton established the program, USD's trial team has
consistently ranked among the finest teams in the nation.
Members of the team are selected through intra-school
competitions held in September. Second-year students are
selected by a closing argument competition and third-year
students are selected by a trial competition. All students
selected compete in at least one national competition.

Four competitions are sponsored by the
Moot Court Board during the academic year:
Alumni Torts Tournament
Jessup International Tournament
Criminal Procedure National Tournament

The National Trial Team competes in five major trial
tournaments throughout the year:
ABA National Criminal Law Competition
Association of Trial Lawyers National Trial Competition
California State Championship Tournament
National Tournament of Champions
Texas Young Lawyers National Trial Competition

Paul A. McLennon, Sr. Moot Court Competition
USD School of Law also sends top students to the
annual Willem C. Vis International Commercial
Arbitration Moot competitions in Europe and Asia.

"What you've seat tonight is no different than what 1 see in the Ninth Circuit
courtroom every day " remarked the Honorable M. Margaret McKeown,
United States Circuit Judge of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, to the crowd
of200-plus spectators at the annual Paul A. McLennon, Sr., Moot Court
Competition. "You have all been treated to the highest level of law skills
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Law reviews and journals
What do USD's law reviews and
journals have to offer me? Employers
look for graduates who have experience
managing large projects to completion,
especially ones that take small budgets
to accomplish big things. Being an editor
of a law review or a journal also teaches
critical legal skills such as fact-checking
and how to arrange information to best
support arguments. Plus, the opportunity
to be on the inside of developing legal
scholarship provides you first-hand
knowledge of emerging legal concepts.

San Diego Law Review

Here, we give you the resources to learn
important management skills necessary
to impress employers.

The San Diego Law Review is the School of Law's premier
journal of legal scholarship, containing articles and comments
that address major issues and topics in law written by
professors, judges, legal practitioners and students.

San Diego International Law Journal
Since 1999, the San Diego International Law Journal has
published articles, comments, book reviews and case notes
concerning important international law topics authored byprofessors, noted practitioners and students.

Journal of Climate and Energy Law (JCEL)
The Journal of Climate and Energy Law serves as a
foundation for continued dialogue and development of the
rapidly emerging legal issues related to climate change and
energy. The journal delves into topics such as insurance
claims related to climate change, law and economics
associated with cap-and-trade greenhouse gas markets,
new energy policy in a carbon-constrained world, legal
implications of trans-border air and water pollution, and
effects of climate change on endangered species law.

Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues (JCLI)
The Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues is published
annually by the law school and is dedicated to the
examination of important contemporary legal, political
and social problems. Each issue is preceded by a live
symposium addressing a specific topic of cross-disciplinary
interest. Papers presented at the symposium are then
finalized and published.
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Student organizations

Student Bar Association (SBA)

Black Law Students Association (BLSA)

Student organizations not only serve various
interest groups at USD School of Law but
also develop a sense of community among
their members. The active groups promote
leadership, conduct orientation programs,
provide study assistance, represent group
concerns, sponsor speaker programs and
promote community relations.

The SBA, of which all law students are members, is the
student government of the School of Law. SBA council
members sit on various university committees, act as
official law student representatives and advocate for
student interests on a variety of issues.

BLSA provides a support group with which African American
law students will uniquely identify, although membership
by any student is welcome. First-year students are provided
with emotional and academic support as they make the
transition to life at USD and undertake the rigors of law
school. The organization also helps facilitate communication
and understanding among the various races, cultures and
backgrounds represented at the law school.

Here, you have access to leadership
roles that will further prepare you for a
prestigious legal career.

American Bar Association (ABA)
The ABA is the largest professional organization for
practicing attorneys. With more than 400,000 attorneys
nationwide, nearly half of all lawyers are members. The
Law Student Division is a way for students to get involved
while completing their law studies. Members meet other
students and lawyers with common interests and learn
about various career opportunities.

Asian Pacific American Law Students Association
(APALSA)

Business Law Society
The Business Law Society provides a forum for students
to share ideas and further explore and educate themselves
in the area of business-related law. The organization offers
opportunities to interact with various legal practitioners
in the community, faculty and staff, and local corporate
counsel through guest speaker engagements, panel
discussions, seminars and other sponsored events.

Understanding that a diverse legal profession is better
poised to address the concerns of the community, APALSA
actively encourages many points of view at the School
of Law and supports diversity in the student body and
faculty. To further cultural and community awareness,
APALSA sponsors activities including speaker panels,
debates and workshops.

Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA)
With strong ties to the San Diego ATLA Chapter, USD's
student ATLA promotes oral advocacy skills for all students.
Student Bar Association

Christian Legal Society (CLS)

Environmental Law Society (ELS)

International Law Society (ILS)

CLS provides mutual support, encouragement, fellowship
and spiritual growth for students at the law school who
identify themselves as followers of Jesus Christ. Members
strive to more faithfully live out that commitment in their
personal and academic lives, to prepare for future lives as
Christian attorneys, and to provide witness and outreach
for Jesus Christ in the law school community.

ELS strives to expose students to all facets of
environmental practice and sponsors discussions on
current issues in environmental law. ELS encourages its
members to gain practical experience by offering many
opportunities to work with local attorneys on pro bono
environmental cases. The main goal of the ELS is to give
students a feel for what it is like to practice in this field.

International law is a growing and dynamic area of
practice. ILS presents a forum for interested students,
faculty and practicing lawyers to discuss issues and
opportunities in international law. Contact with
practitioners and international organizations is arranged
for members, contributing to their understanding of the
establishment of effective rules of international law.

Comparative Law Forum

Federalist Society

Intramural Sports

The Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies
is a group of conservatives and libertarians interested in
the current state of the legal order. It is founded on the
principles that the state exists to preserve freedom, that
the separation of governmental powers is central to our
Constitution, and that it is emphatically the province
and duty of the judiciary to say what the law is, not
what it should be.

SBA sponsors intramural programs for law students at
various athletic levels. Activities include year-round
Softball leagues (competitive and co-recreational),
competitive basketball, scramble golf tournaments and
opportunities to form soccer, flag football, roller hockey
and tennis teams. Weekly games throughout the semester
give law students a chance to develop camaraderie with
fellow students outside the classroom.

Founded by the comparative law graduate students,
this organization promotes the study of foreign and
comparative law at USD. The forum sponsors public
lectures, informal gatherings and develops support for the
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Comparative Law program in
the international and local communities.

Criminal Law Society
The Criminal Law Society was formed to provide a
resource for students interested in pursuing criminal law
from both the defense and prosecution sides. The society
sponsors speakers and actively promotes liaisons between
students and the Criminal Law Bar.

Democratic Law Society
The Democratic Law Society is recognized as an official
club by the San Diego County Democratic Party and hosts
several events each year, which include visits to the lawschool from local and national Democratic leaders.

Intellectual Property Law Association
The Intellectual Property Law Association provides a
forum for the discussion of issues relating to science,
technology and the law. Through discussions, lectures
and social events, the society seeks to educate the
campus community about these issues and their impact
on the practice of law. The association is committed to
encouraging interaction between students and other
members of the legal community who share common
interests in intellectual property issues.
Intramural Sports
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Native Ameiican Law Students Association
(NALSA)

Islamic Legal Society
The Islamic Legal Society seeks to provide new perspectives
on issues in Islamic law and culture and to serve as a conduit
for information and dialogue between Muslim and nonMuslim students, faculty and scholars. The society provides
spiritual support for Muslim law students and seeks to
contribute to a greater understanding of Islam, Islamic legal
systems and the Muslim community in the United States and
throughout the world.

NALSA provides support and encouragement for
Native American law students, as well as students who
are interested in the rights of Native Americans. The
association hosts sfieakers, participates in national moot
court competitions and serves as a resource for members
of the USD community.

Negotiation/Mediation Club
Jewish Law Students Association QLSA)
JLSA provides Jewish law students, and anyone interested
in the Jewish religion and culture, an opportunity to
explore educational and social interests unique to Jewish
students. JLSA is committed to providing a supportive
atmosphere, especially during holiday and festival periods
when students are away from their families.

La Raza Law Students Association
La Raza provides academic support to its members,
particularly first-year law students, and helps
members excel in law school. The organization
sponsors various social events and gatherings that
bring understanding to all law students about
issues that affect the Latino community.

J. Reuben Clark Law Society QRCLS)
JRCLS gives members of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints, and anyone else interested, the
opportunity to socialize, learn and serve through various
planned activities throughout the year. Activities include
a weekly institute class, a bi-annual meeting of the
J. Reuben Clark Law Society, and other social and
community service events.

The Thomas More Society is a Catholic law student
organization and the student chapter of the Catholic
attorneys' group. The society hosts weekly social meetings
and a Sunday Mass for students which is held on campus.
Every semester, national speakers are brought to USD to
address issues of concern to Catholic law students.

The Negotiation/Mediation Club provides training
in negotiating tactics and tournament rules to give
those interested in negotiation or mediation a chance
to begin developing the skills they will need in
practice. Teams are selected to compete in a variety
of tournaments. Winners from smaller intramural
tournaments will travel to regional, national and
international competitions. This traveling team is
restricted to second and third years, but all are welcome
to participate in or watch intramural tournaments.

National Lawyers Guild

Phi Alpha Delta (PAD)

The USD Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild is
dedicated to the support and defense of economic and
social justice. The organization seeks to educate students
and the community about issues affecting economic and
social justice and provides law students with pro bono
opportunities in support of these goals.

A community service organization, PAD is the world's
largest professional legal fraternity serving students,
law schools and the profession. This international
organization offers professional programs, student loans,
job preparation, job placement assistance, insurance
programs, a quarterly publication, conventions,
conferences, awards and lifetime friendships.

Thomas More Society

Thomas More Society

Phi Delta Phi

Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF)

Tax Law Society

Phi Delta Phi is an honor fraternity to which students with
a minimum academic standing or service commitment
are invited Phi Delta Phi. established in 1869, is the
oldest professional fraternity in the western hemisphere
and many leaders of the bench, bar and law schools are
members. The fraternity offers tangible benefits including
scholarships, student loans, regional and international
meetings and conventions.

PILF promotes the practice of public interesi law byeducating USD students about public interesi career and
volunteer opportunities, and by encouraging students
and alumni to support public interest law through
volunicerism and donations Members of PILF conduct
an annual pledge drive to raise funds for USD's Loan
Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP) LRAP helps
USD graduates who work for qualifying nonprofit public
interest organizations repay their law school loans. PILF
also sponsors educational events and seminars on public
interest issues and opportunities.

The Tax Society is for J.D. and LL.M. students who are
interested in promoting tax law, as well as providing a
resource to those interested in tax at any level. The society
invites speakers and promotes associations with the local
bench and bar

Pride Law
Pride Law presides a forum for bisexual, gay and lesbian
law students and their fnends for informal gathenngs
and social events as well as educational and networking
activities. Pnde Law helps connect gay and lesbian
law students with the San Diego community and serves
as a resource for understanding and dialog within
the university community.

Republican Legal Society
The Republican Law Society is an organization that
discusses the political system and current issues facing
the country. The otganization invites many keynote
Republican speakers to discuss current issues in a free
and open debate.

Women's Law Caucus
WLC addresses the special needs and interests of
women in law ranging from affirmative action to career
enhancement. The group promotes professionalism
and provides opportunities for networking, socializing and
exploring areas of interest Functions include
self- improvement seminars, fund-raising events,
socials and speakers such as judges, lawyers and
other law professionals.

Pro Bono Legal Advocates (PBLA)
PBLA is an organization dedicated to giving legal assistance
to the local community. Through each of its seven
programs, PBLA helps bring legal help to those who would
otherwise be lost in the legal system or might not be able
to afford competent counsel.

Sports and Entertainment Law Society (SELS)
SELS explores various aspects of entertainment and spons
law, while bringing to light more diverse and eclectic areas
of practice. The society provides a realistic introduction
to the entry-level entertainment and spons market for
today's law student

Surf Law Society
Only in California. More than 100 students panicipate
in the Surf Law Society's functions, which include local
surfing activities as well as trips to Baja California

Surf Law Society
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Many of the best
undergraduate institutions
are well represented at
USD School of Law.
Here, you'll be in good
company attending law
school with students
from across the country.
The 2008 entering class
included graduates of
the following colleges
and universities:

Amherst University

Chapman University

Linfietd College

Stanford University

Arizona Stale University

Central Michigan University

Loyola Marymounl University

St. John's College

Auburn University

Claremont McKenna

Loyola University Chicago

SUNY at Stony Brook

Boston College

Colby College

McGill University

Syracuse University

Boston University

Colgate University

Michigan State University

Texas A&M University

Brandeis University

College of the Holy Cross

Morehouse College

Tufts University

Brigham Young University

Cornell University

New York University

Tulane University

Brown University

Creighton University

Northeastern University

United States Naval Academy

Bryn Mawr University

Dartmouth College

Northern Arizona University

University of Arizona

Bucknell University

Dickinson College

Northwestern University

University of Calgary

Butler University

Drexel University

Occidental College

UC-Berkeley

California Lutheran University

Duke University

Ohio State University

UC-Davis

Cat Poly-Pomona

Emory University

Oregon State University

UC-lrvine

Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo

Fairfield University

Pepperdine University

UC-Los Angeles

CSU-Chico

George Mason University

Pomona College

UC-Riverside

CSU-Fullerton

Georgetown University

Princeton University

UC-San Diego

CSU-Long Beach

George Washington University

Purdue University

UC-Santa Barbara

CSU-Northridge

Gonzaga University

Rutgers University

UC-Santa Cruz

CSU-Sacramento

Harvard University

San Diego State University

University of Central Florida

CSU-San Marcos

Haverford College

Santa Clara University

University of Chicago

Case Western Reserve
University

Hofstra University

Scripps College

University of Colorado-Boulder

Indiana University

Southern Methodist University

University of Delaware

University of Florida

University of Tennessee

University of Georgia

University of Texas

University of Illinois

University of the Pacific

University of Kentucky

University of Victoria

University of Maine

University of Virginia

University of Maryland

University of Washington

University of Miami

University of Wisconsin

University of Michigan

Vanderbilt University

University of Minnesota

Wabash College

University of Nebraska

Washington and
Lee University

University of NevadaLas Vegas

Western Washington University

University of Nevada-Reno

Westminster College

University of North Carolina

Wheaton College

University of Notre Dame

Yale University

University of Pennsylvania
University of Redlands
University of Richmond
University of Rochester
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
University of Southern
California

Where are they from?
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Within nine months of
graduation, 94.2 percent
of USD School of Law
Class of 2007 was employed
with an average annual
salary of $82,683 or was
enrolled in a master of laws
(LL.M.) degree program.

B

Whether you're a student or a USD School
of Law alumnus, the Career Services
office can help you. As a student, you'll
have access to hundreds of resources
and programs to help you gain legal
experience while attending law school. The
departments advisors—all of whom are
experienced attorneys—are committed to
helping you achieve your individual career
objective through one-on-one advising
sessions, mock interviews and career skills
workshops. Here, you'll get the training you
need to nail that important interview.

Below is a sampling of the top law firms,
corporations and government agencies who actively
recruit our graduates:
Alston • Bird

Baker Botts

Baker &r McKenzie

Bingham McCutchen

California Department of Justice

Dechert

Deloitte
Dorsey & Whitney

DLA Piper

Fish & Richardson

Foley & Lardner

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
Internal Revenue Service
KPMG

Heller Ehrman
Jones Day
Knobbe Martens

Olson & Bear

Orrick

Latham & Watkins

Luce Forward Hamilton & Scripps
McKenna Long & Aldridge

McDermott Will & Emery
Mintz Levin

Ernst & Young

What are they doing now?

55.7 percent of USD
Class of 2007 work for
private law firms
19.3 percent for
businesses outside of law
14.2 percent for local,
state and federal
government

Paul Hastings

Morrison & Foerster
Qualcomm

Sempra Energy-

Snell & Wilmer

public interest law

Sony
U.S. Department of Justice
Wilson Sonsini

Thelen Reid

organizations

5.1 percent for

White & Case

For more information,
please see the career services Web site at

www.law.sandicgo.cdu/careersersices

2.4 percent as
judicial clerks
1.4 perceni in
academia
<2 percent are unferwwn)
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USD School of Law alumni
live and work in more than
300 cities throughout the 50
United States and 46 countries
around the world.
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Meet some of our top alumni...
State Supreme Court Judge.
Congressman. Attorney
General. CEO. U.S. Homeland
Security Advisor. U.S. Attorney.
These are just a few of the titles held by
the more than 12,000 USD School of Law
distinguished alumni who work throughout
the country and around the world.
Here, you're in good company.

Steven R. Altman 86

Leonard Armato '78

Theodore J. Boutrous, Jr. '87

President of Qualcomm Incorporated

Chief Executive Officer and Commissioner,

Partner; Co-Chair, appellate, constitutional

AVP Pro Beach Volleyball Tour

law and media law practice groups;

"USD law school provides outstanding training for
launching a successful career either in law or business.
The faculty is extraordinary and I was fortunate to count
among my professors some of the nations leading experts
in their respective fields."

member, Executive Committee for Gibson, Dunn &

"The USD School of Law program provided me with an
excellent foundation for launching my career as a lawyer
and subsequently forming and overseeing Qualcomm's
licensing program. The principles imparted to me as
a student continue to guide me today, and the lessons
learned at USD served me well not only in a legal
environment but also as 1 took on business responsibility
at Qualcomm. 1 am grateful for my experiences there and
w-ould wholeheartedly recommend USD School of Law to
anyone seeking a quality education."

Crutcher, Los Angeles
"The professors at USD School of Law had a marvelous
way of getting across their own passion for the law and
instilling it in their students. That had a big eUect on me.
I truly loved my years at the law school and draw on that
experience every day in my practice."
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Honorable David Camp '78

George Chanos '85

United States House of Representatives,

Attorney General of Nevada

Michigan's Fourth District
"Whether serving clients in the courtroom or constituents
in the U.S. Congress, USD has given me the legal
background to be an effective advocate."

"The education 1 received at USD prepared me to serve
as Nevada's 31st Attorney General and successfully argue
Warton v. Bocktmg before the United States Supreme Court.
I still consider the years 1 spent at USD as some of the best
years of my life. The relationships I made there remain
some of my most important. And the training I received
there was clearly the critical foundation for many of my
most important life achievements. Thank you USD."

James Zimmerman '87
Partner, Squire Sanders & Dempsey in Beijing,
China and Chairman of the American Chamber of
Commerce (AmCham-China) in Beijing
"Law practice with an international firm in China requires
an understanding of and an appreciation for fundamental
rule-of-law principles. Also required are the skills to
manage complex, cross-border transactions as well as
disputes and regulatory issues in an economic system that
can best be described as a 'work in progress.' USD School
of Law provided me a keen legal foundation and prepared
me to organize, analyze and solve the intricate issues and
challenges 1 face in China on a daily basis."

Thomas P O'Brien '93

Justice Michael J. Streit '75

United States Attorney for the

Iowa Supreme Court Justice

Central District of California

"I have always valued my USD Law experience for all it did
to equip me for my life in the law. USD was intellectually
challenging and started us on our path to become evolved

"I have no doubt that the skills 1 acquired at USD School of
Law helped me greatly in my career. Professors constantly
challenged us to develop our abilities to spot, analyze and
solve complex legal issues, affecting our way of thinking
and problem solving. USD graduates are very well
positioned to excel in the legal world."

lawyers and judges.

Frances Fragos Townsend '85
Former Flomeland Security Advisor to
President George W Bush and Homeland
Security Council Chair
"My USD legal education taught me the rigor and
discipline of analysis. 1 learned to identify vulnerabilities
and weaknesses in reasoning and facts. These skills have
served me well, especially when reading daily intelligence
reports and terrorist threat information while serving at
the White House."

•
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How can alumni help me?
Attend the annual Careers in the Law
event on campus. This student/alumninetworking event affords first- and
second-year law students the opportunity
to speak with law alumni about specific
fields of practice. You are encouraged to
ask questions about career choices, salary
profiles, employer expectations, the
current job market, courtroom experiences
and attorney lifestyles. A variety of law
fields—from patent law to civil litigation—
are represented at informational tables
with alumni answering questions about
their specific area of practice. Students
can also receive a directory of alumni
across the country who are willing to
act as career advisors.

What's the best way to network with alumni?
Attend one or more of the students-alumni social and
professional networking events held throughout the
year both on and ofT campus. All students are honorary
members of the USD Law Alumni Association and
automatically become members of the association upon
graduation. The more than 12,000 members volunteer
time to mentor students, organize and host events, and
assist in career placement. The Law Alumni Association
has chapters in areas where there is a critical mass of USD
School of Law alumni. Current alumni chapters include
Las Vegas. Los Angeles, Orange County, New York,
San Diego, San Francisco and Washington, D C.
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Tuition, Fees and
Financial Aid

How much does it cost to attend USD Schtxil of Law?

What is work-study?

Law school is an investment that can pay off over a
lifetime. As tuition rales may change from year to year,
up-to-date details on fees and tuition can be found online
at www.law.sandiego.edu/tuition.

The Federal Work Study (FWS) Program provides parttime, on- and off-campus, temporary employment for
students who demonstrate financial need. Funding for this
program is provided by the federal government and the
University of San Diego School of Law. A typical Federal
Work-Study award is $4,000 per student per academic
year The award is not paid at the start of the semester.
Students are paid hourly for their work throughout each
semester Students participating in the program have an
opportunity to reduce their loan indebtedness and, in
many positions, obtain relevant legal experience.

Can I afford law school?
If you've thought about attending but aren't sure how to
pay for it, there are numerous resources that can help you.

What forms of financial aid are available at USD?
A wide variety of loans, scholarships, fellowships,
service grants and work-study programs are available for
financially-eligible students. Financial aid awarded to law
school students at USD consists of more than 370 meritbased, need-based and/or diversity-based scholarships;
federal sources such as work-study programs; the Perkins
and Stafford Loan Programs; Graduate PLUS loans and
institutional loans. Private loan programs are also available
to assist law students with supplemental financing for
legal education expenses.

What are service grants?
The law school sponsors a Summer Community Service
Employment Program that enables students to work for
community service agencies. Students that are awarded
these grants are paid hourly for their work throughout the
summer. Subject to the availability of funding, positions
are awarded annually to upper-division students who
complete the application process.
For complete details about the many types of
financial aid available to law students at USD, go to
www.law.sandiego.edu/financialaid.

Who is considered for financial aid?

Admitted applicants:

Where can I learn more about financial aid?

You are automatically considered for need-based as well
as merit-based scholarships. The policy of USD is to
focus scholarship assistance on students with outstanding
academic merit or promise, who contribute to diversity
in the legal profession, and/or have the greatest financial
aid need. Need is calculated by subtracting the applicant's
available resources, including those of his or her spouse,
from a standard budget that includes estimates of all costs
associated with completing one year of law study.

1) Complete the USD School of Law Institutional
Financial Aid Application, which is included in
the registration packet.

Go to the financial aid section on our Web site at
www.law.sandicgo.rdu/financialaid. Wuh a wide
variety of financial information, our site is a good
place to get started. You can e-mail questions to
lawaid/aAandicgo.rdu as well USD School of Law also
has financial aid advisors who can help you plan for the
future Visit the Web site or call (619) 260-4570 to
schedule an appointment.

How many students receive financial aid at USD?
Approximately 85 percent of USD law students received
some form of financial aid. The majority of those students
receive financial aid support in the form of loans.

How do I apply for financial aid?
All applicants:
1) Complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) or a Renewal FAFSA online at
www.FAFSA.ed.gov.
2 ) On the FAFSA document, designate the USD
School of Law (code G06976) as a recipient of
the processed form.
3) Submit the processed FAFSA as soon as possible.
It must be stamped as received by the Central
Processing Center on or before March 1.

2) For pnority consideration, applications must be
postmarked by March 1 or within two weeks of
notice of admission, whichever is later.
Early applicants receive priority and financial aid decisions
are made independently from admission decisions.

How do I know if I received financial aid at USD?
Financial aid awards are communicated in the form of a
written offer of assistance to admitted students beginning
in mid-Match. Typical awards may contain a combination
of funding, including loans, scholarships and/or work study

Are admissions decisions linked with financial aid
decisions?
No. Admission decisions are made independent of
financial aid decisions. In order to prevent students from
missing deadlines, it is recommended that students apply
for financial aid before they are notified of their admission
to the University of San Diego School of Law-

Can I defer my undergraduate loans
while attending law school?
Outstanding student loans may qualify for deferment and/
or forbearance provisions Ask your financial aid counselor
about how to formally request a deferment or forbearance.
Deferment request forms are available at the USD School
of Law Records Office (Warren Hall 202).
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How do I apply to
USD School of Law?
Applying to law school can be intimidating.
We've created an easy-to-follow checklist
to help you gather and organize the
required information.
Remember, it is the responsibility of
applicants to ensure that the School of
Law Admissions Office receives all
application materials before the priority
filing date of February 1. Applications
submitted after February 1 are still given
consideration, but they are considered
after those filed before the deadline.

B

STEP

1

Take the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT),
which is given four times
a year at various centers
throughout the country
and around the world.
For more information,
go to www.LSAC.org.

STEP

STEP

STEP

Register with the Law
School Data Assembly
Sendee (LSDAS) at
www.LSAC.org and
designate the USD
School of Law (code
4849) as a recipient.

Complete an application
for admission. The
easiest way to apply is
to use the Law School
Admission Council's
electronic application
service available at
www.LSAC.org
You can also print the
application located
online at
www.law.sandiego.edu/
application.

Include a personal
statement that tells us a
little about your personal
background so that
we get a well-rounded
picture of who you are.
Refer to information on
the application for more
information about the
content of your personal
statement.

Visiting students
should provide a
letter of permission
from their home school.

Letters of
recommendation are
not required, but are
certainly welcome. Choose
letters from professors or
individuals who can best
evaluate your academic
background and/or work
experience and have
them sent to LSDAS at
www.LSAC.org.

If applying electronically,
you can pay the
non-refundable $50
application fee by credit
card through LSAC.

Check the application
checklist at the end of
the application to ensure
everything is complete.

If you're submitting a
paper application, send
the non-refundable $50
application fee with
check/money order made
payable to USD School of
Law. Then, submit your
application and fee to:

University of San Diego
School of I aw
Office of Admissions
5998 Aleala Park
San Diego. CA
92110-2492

If you're unable to pay
the $50 application fee,
submit a written request
for a fee waiver at the
time you file your paper
application. If you're
currently attending
school, include a copy
of your most recent
financial aid award letter.
If you're not attending
school, include a copy
of your most recent
income tax forms.
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Quick advisor

Can 1 reactivate a previous application?

Do I need to take the TOEFL?

If you applied ai an earlier date and were not accepted or
unable to accept admission, then yes, you can reactivate
your application the following year. Just submit a new
application form, an updated Law School Data Assembly
Service (LSDAS) report, any supplementary materials
(resume or letters of recommendation) and the $50
application fee to the Admissions Office, or you can use
the electronic process through LSAC

Applicants whose native language is not English or
who earned a degree outside of the U.S. must establish
competency in the language by completing the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and send results
to the Law School Data Assembly Services.

Cart I apply to be a visiting summer student?
Absolutely. Just contact the Admissions Office at
(619)260-4528 or jdinfo@sandicgo.cdu for a
summer student application.

What if I am a transfer or visiting student?
In addition to the materials listed above, please forward
an official law school transcript from your current school's
registrar's office, a letter of good standing and class rank
from your current dean, and an official Law School Data
Assembly Service (LSDAS) report to:
University of San Diego School of LawOffice of Admissions
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110-2492

What if my undergraduate degree is from
another country?
Applicants who earned their undergraduate degree
outside the United States need to apply to LSDAS for the
J.D. Credential Assembly Service for Foreign-Educated
Applicants and send foreign transcripts to LSDAS.

Did I get accepted?
The admissions office begins consideration of completed
applications in late November. The Admissions Committee
reviews more than 4,500 applications during this time,
so it may take several months for your application to
be considered. Each applicant is evaluated on overall
achievements relative to other applicants.
Once a decision has been made, you'll be immediately
advised via a letter with either an offer of admission,
offer of a place on the waitlist or a denial of admission.
Waitlisted applicants may not receive a final decision
until late summer.
Due to confidentiality requirements, admission decisions
are not communicated via telephone and can only be
released to the applicant.
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How do I register for classes?

What's the refund policy at USD School of Law?

It's simple. Just follow the following steps:

The following refund schedule applies to the regular
academic semester sessions.

1) Enroll in classes as instructed by the registrar using
USD's easy-to-use Banner online registration.
2) Pay the required tuition and fees on or before
the published deadline.
Visit www.sandicgo.edu/studentaccounts for
payment options, including online payment.
3) Students using the monthly installment plan should
follow the instructions outlined. Installment payments
are due on the 1st of each month. Late fees will apply.
4) Students expecting to receive tuition credit loans,
Perkins loans or other student loans through the
Financial Aid office must make payment arrangements
at the Student Accounts office by the registration fee
payment deadlines if the loans are not posted
to the student's account. If arrangements are not
made, late fees will apply and course enrollment
may be cancelled.

The following refund schedule applies to the seven-week
summer sessions.
•

100%' for withdrawal through day two of the term

•

90% for withdrawal through day five of the term

•

80% for withdrawal through day seven of the term

•

100%' for withdrawal during the first two
weeks of classes

•

90% for withdrawal dunng the third week of classes

•

70% for withdrawal through day nine of the term

•

80% for withdrawal during the fourth week of classes

•

60% for withdrawal through day 14 of the term

•

70% for withdrawal during the fifth week of classes

•

50% for withdrawal through day 16 of the term

•

60% for withdrawal dunng the sixth and seventh
weeks of classes

•

40% for withdrawal through day 18 of the term

•

50% for withdrawal during the eighth week of classes

•

No refund of tuition will be made for withdrawal after
day 18 of the term

•

No refund of tuition will be made for withdrawal after
the eighth week of classes

Additional details about registration can be found online
at www.law.sandicgo.edu/registration. Of course, if you
have any questions, we're always available to help you.
Just contact us directly at (619) 260-4526
*For pan-time evening class, this refund will he made far class withdrawal by noon of the day
fcftcmnng the first class meeting
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Academic
Rules and
Regulations.

General Rules and Regulations:
Students are required to
complete 85 course credits,
as well as a written work
requirement, in order to obtain
theJ.D. degree.
All first-year students must take
the first-year required courses
for the program in which they
are enrolled. Full-time students
may not enroll for more than 16
credits per semester.
Full-time students are expected
to devote most of their nonclassroom time to the study of
law and may not be employed
more than 20 hours per week.
Full-time students may not enroll
in more than six credits in the
evening during any semester.
Part-time program students
may not enroll for more than 11
credits per semester.
After the first year, full- and
part-time program students
must successfully complete all
required courses and a graded
writing course involving indepth research in a selected
area of study. The written work
requirement may be fulfilled
by satisfactory completion
of a graded seminar paper or
scholarly written work submitted
to the San Diego Law Review,
San Diego International Law
Journal, Journal of Climate
and Energy Law or Journal of
Contemporary Legal Issues on
certification of the approving
faculty member.

Students beginning their law
studies in 2007 or later must pass
a professional-skills elective from
a list of such courses designated
by the Dean. A course will be
included on this list if it provides
substantial instruction in the
professional skills encompassed
by ABA Standard for Approval of
Law Schools 302(a)(4).
Students must be enrolled in a
minimum of 14 academic credits
in an academic year in order to
maintain satisfactory academic
progress. An academic year
includes the summer following
the fall and spring semesters of
the academic year. Failure to
maintain satisfactory academic
progress may have academic and
financial aid implications.

Registration Fall registration
day is mandatoty for first-year
students ( ontinuing students
may complete registration online
or in person at the beginning of
each semester. All registration
dates and deadlines can be
found online at
www. la xv.san d icgo.cd u/
calendar. Late registration will
result in an additional fee as
set forth in the fee schedule.
Registration is not complete
until all tuition and fees due
have been paid or an acceptable
payment plan has been arranged
with the university.

Registration with the California
State Bar: Admission to and
successful completion of law
school does not ensure that
students meet the eligibility
requirements for admission to
the bar. Students are responsible
for obtaining information about
the registration requirements,
evidence of good character
and other qualifications for
admission to practice in the state
in which they intend to practice.
Candidates for admission to
the State Bar of California must
register with the Committee of
Examiners for the California
Bar no later than three months
after beginning law study. Forms
are available online from the
committee of Bar Examiners at
www.calbar.ca.gov.
Questions related to the forms
can be directed to the Committee
of Bar Examiners at the Los
Angeles office at 1149 S. Hill
Street, Los Angeles, CA 90015 or
the San Francisco office at
180 Howard Street,
San Francisco, CA 94105.
Students interested in taking
the bar in a state outside of
California should contact the
Office of Admissions for the
State Bar in the jurisdiction
in which they are planning to
practice for more information.

Examinations and Grading:
For many courses, the grade is
based largely on the semester
examination, but midterm
examinations or periodic
written assignments may also
be a component of the final
grade. Practice examinations are
given in the middle of the first
semester of the first year. The
ultimate grade for the course
may be affected by classroom
participation. In seminars and
a few other courses, there may
be no examination, with the
grade being assessed largely on
the basis of a research paper.
Examinations are given under
the honor system and are
graded anonymously.
The University of San Diego
School of Law uses a letter
grading system with numerical
equivalents. There is a required
curve for all of its first-year and
required courses. Some courses
may be graded on a "pass/fail"
or "honors/pass/low pass/fail"
basis. In figuring a student's
average, a fail is calculated as
an F (1.0) and a low pass as a
C- (1.67). There is no grade of
incomplete. A student must fulfill
the requirements for a course
within the semester the student is
enrolled in that course.

Honors: Students who are in
the upper 15 percent of the
graduating class based on the
total cumulative average receive
an honors degree suitably
inscribed. The student with
the highest cumulative average
receives a degree inscribed
summa cum laude, and students
in the top five percent graduate
magna cum laude. The remaining
10 percent graduate cum laude.
Students in the upper 10 percent
of the graduating class are
eligible for election to the Order
of the Coif, a national legal honor
society. Transfer and visiting
students should check with the
records office of their home
school or the University of
San Diego School of Law
to determine the effect of a
transfer or visit on their
eligibility for honors.

Academic Standards, Probation,
Disqualification and Rcadmission:
First-year students must maintain
a cumulative average of C (2.0)
to be in good academic standing.
A student whose cumulative
average falls below C (2.0) will
be academically disqualified
subject to the exceptions stated
in the Academic Rules. However,
no student will be academically
disqualified before the end of
his or her second semester of
law school. After the first year,
a student whose grade point
average is 1.9 or higher may
petition for rcadmission.
Summer school grades are
computed in the students
cumulative average at the end of
the succeeding fall semester.
The specific rules regarding
probation, academic
disqualification and petitions
for rcadmission are set forth in
the academic rules of the School
of Law. The rules are revised
periodically and should be
consulted by students who have
questions about these particular
issues. The academic rules are
available online at
www.sandiego.edu/
aeademicrules.
If a student fails a required
course, he or she must register,
retake and achieve a passing
grade to receive credit. If a
student fails an elective course,
he or she may choose to do the
same. The cumulative average of
students who fail a course and
later pass after retaking it will
be computed by averaging the
grades obtained in the original
and retaken course.

Reservation of Right to Modify
Academic Rules. The University
of San Diego School of Law
reserves the nght to change
any of the requirements and
regulations of the school at any
time without prior notice The
information in this bulletin is
not to be regarded as creating
a binding contract between
students and the school, nor
does it contain the law school
academic rules in full.
The complete rules are available
from the records office and
should be consulted, as this
bulletin only summarizes the
more important rules
Please be sure to reviewupdates to the academic
rules upon matnculation.

Adding or Dropping Courses:
After registration, upper
division students who wish
to add or drop a course maydo so electronically within the
published academic calendar
deadlines First-year students
must enroll for the entire
program prescribed for the
division in which they are
enrolled Upper-division students
are expected to enroll in and
complete required courses in
the appropriate year

Leave of Absence: Students
in good standing who have
completed the first year of law
study may, upon application, be
granted a leave of absence from
the law school for a period not to
exceed two years—as long as the
students complete all graduation
requirements within six years of
their initial enrollment

Withdrawal from the School
of Law: Students must obtain
written administrative approval
to withdraw from the University
of San Diego School of Law.
Students withdrawing from the
University of San Diego School
of Law while a semester is in
progress must consult with the
assistant dean for student affairs
and file an approved notice of
withdrawal with the records
office Failure to do so may result
in failing grades in all courses,
thereby jeopardizing both
their eligibility to re-enter the
University of San Diego and their
acceptance at another institution.
First-year students who withdrawbefore the completion of the
first year may withdraw in good
standing but are not eligible
for a leave of absence Students
who withdraw and are not on a
leave of absence must reapply for
admission to the University of
San Diego School of Law and, if
readmitted, must start again de
novo. The university reserves
the right to dismiss students
for improper conduct.
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